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The Natureful City: Nature in the New Normal
By Tim Beatley

More than two years into the COVID-19 global pandemic, it is a good chance to take stock of the role of nature in our lives. Anecdotally anyway, nature seems as important as ever in keeping our emotional balance and in steadying us during this continuing tumult. Walks outside, listening and watching birds, and paying close attention to the signals of seasonal change continue, for many of us, to provide solace and comfort as few other things can. Two-years out, we also see that many of the improvised efforts to make outdoor spaces more available and accommodating are leading to permanent changes. This is a good sign. As we transition from the phase of global crisis, to perhaps the management of a more chronic and endemic threat, I hope we will find ourselves on a different, higher plane when it comes to nature in our lives and the commitments we make (and follow-through on) when it comes to nature in cities.

We continue to be engaged in a wide variety of interesting efforts to incorporate nature in new ways into cities. These include serving on advisory boards for the large European-based ECOLOPES research project, the innovative Southwestern Medical District Urban Streetscape and Park Project, near Dallas, and Nature Canada’s new Bird-Friendly Cities certification program, among many others.

With the publication of The Bird-Friendly City (Island Press, 2020), I have had the pleasure of presenting to audiences of bird lovers through major national venues such as a webinar for the National Audubon Society, and many local bird clubs. I have been impressed that, as a rule, participants in these virtual events have been highly engaged and highly committed to birds, enjoying them yes, but also doing what they can to be a force on behalf of bird conservation. It has been an honor to be asked to speak to so many of these very locally-based groups, as a kind of honorary birder (I often say I can’t claim the “birder” moniker, but I am a life-long bird lover!).

We have also created a Bird-Friendly City page on the main Biophilic Cities website, which will be a place for putting resources of many kinds for those working on behalf of birds. At the same time, we have begun to take steps to make our own University of Virginia School of Architecture campus more bird-friendly. In November, for example, we hosted a visit by ornithologist and bird-building strike expert John Swaddle from the College of William and Mary. He walked with a group of UVA officials around our own Campbell Hall providing insights and suggestions for how we can retrofit the structure to reduce bird strikes. It has convinced me of the value and importance of undertaking this kind of bird-safe audit for all existing structures.

We continue to grow the Biophilic Cities Network in a number of ways. We are pleased that Miami-Dade County and the City of Raleigh have now officially joined as a partners, in addition to an ever growing number of individual and organizational members of the network community. For partner cities, our monthly calls have become ever more interesting and engaging, with recent presentations ranging from the rights of nature (the story and lessons from the campaign to enact the Lake Erie Bill of Rights from Markie Miller), to the development of new tools
cities are using to support urban nature, including, for instance, Libby Phillips’ presentation on Melbourne’s Green Factor Tool. These monthly partner calls are exceptionally stimulating and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities. One of the most stimulating of presentations was one by Katie Patrick, consultant and author, who has written the popular (and highly readable) book How to Save the World (Blurb, 2019). One of the really important messages for me (from her talk and the book) was that education and give the chance to gain exposure to different ways of thinking about biophilic cities.

We had the pleasure as well of interacting with one of Nina Marie Lister’s planning studios at Ryerson University, and serving as the client for a study of the codes and bylaws that govern what residents can plant in their yards. Born from the personal experience of bumping directly up against Toronto’s Tall Grass and Weeds Bylaw, Lister has been an advocate for the right of homeowners to plant native gardens and an instrumental part in the city’s decision to change its bylaw to better support this right. Lister’s students have produced a highly informative study of Network cities, comparing their codes and approaches to the issue of native landscaping (and we will soon be making the class’s final report available on the BC web page).

There is a growing desire on the part of young people around the world to stand up for nature, and

We continue to look for ways to support expanded and more inclusive views of nature, especially marine nature. My book Blue Urbanism has now been translated into Korean, and in early January, I was happy to participate in a major conference that highlighted some of the key ideas for how coastal cities can advance this expanded view of the marine nature around them. There is a growing interest in ways that cities perched on the edge of the sea can be more fully engaged with and work on behalf of the remarkable

Through teaching! As Patrick encourages, we must enlist what we know about behavioral psychology to bring about change.

A critical step in supporting positive change is thinking carefully about how we measure and define success? What are the most important metrics? When it comes to things like climate change, perhaps the metrics of success may be obvious: we want to see measurable reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and, ultimately, we want to creep back from the precipice of 420 parts per millions of carbon in the atmosphere, a remarkable place to be now (atmospheric carbon levels not seen in 4 million years). But what about biophilic cities? How will we know we have made discernible progress? It is an excellent question. At the level of the Network, of course, we tend to view success in terms of how many cities have joined (something easy to measure), and then in turn, how much progress these cities are making in protecting, growing and celebrating nature as a result of joining and participating in the activities of the Network (which is much harder to measure).

With these reservations in mind, we nevertheless continue to extend and expand our efforts at educating about biophilic planning and design. As imperfect as this is as a way of changing the world, it is a special province of our university base. In the last few months such new teaching
In January, we participated for the second year in the Waterfront Alliance’s WEDG certification program. WEDG (standing for Waterfront Edge Design Guidelines) is an innovative set of voluntary design standards for coastal development, with an emphasis on resilient design, but that also includes biophilic ideas and principles. This year, the course was the largest ever cohort, some 200 participants taking the class and seeking WEDG credentials. This is a positive sign. As the WEDG standards begin to be applied beyond New York, we will likely see their influence expand. We are happy to be part of this growing movement for resilient and nature-centric coastal development.

I close with the very sad news at the end of 2021 of the deaths of EO Wilson and Tom Lovejoy. Wilson passed away the day after Christmas, and Lovejoy Christmas day. Wilson’s death was for me especially shocking news; I think I had gotten used to the idea that Wilson, at 91, had someone else doing engineering on the 2011 book Biophilic Cities. We owe him so much; especially in challenging us to care deeply about the natural world and the many “masterpieces” of life it contains, as well as his foresight and courage to advocate for world-changing conservation actions like Half-Earth that to some may have seemed fanciful. We will miss his defense of the small nature “that makes the world go round” and the big visions and bold steps that will be necessary to save the earth (and us). I cherish the times I had the chance to hear him speak. I regret one missed opportunity, when he visited UVA as the recipient of the Jefferson Medal in Architecture, in 2010. I had a speaking engagement myself that took me away, but my friend and colleague Landscape Architect Rueben Rainey made sure Wilson signed copies of several of the books of his that I owned. I will forever covet my copy of his Pulitzer Prize winning book, The Ants, (with Bert Hölldobler), signed in his distinctive way—a signature along with a small drawing above it of an ant.

Tom Lovejoy will be equally missed in the conservation world. I have one very vivid memory of sitting around a table at Maya Lin’s New York City studio, along with Eric Sanderson, discussing the role of architects and planners in the protection of biodiversity. Later, at the height of the Amazonian fires in 2019, we had a remarkable phone conversation, where he speculated broadly on what would be necessary ultimately to tackle this problem and the potential role of cities. “There will be no sustainable Amazon,” Lovejoy told me that day, “until there are sustainable cities where people can get an adequate quality of life.” Developing alternative livelihoods to the illegal harvesting of wood he thought was a critical step and he speculated about the unusual opportunities the region has to develop sustainable forms of aquaculture (many species of fish there are vegetarian), value-added forestry, and ecotourism, among others. And we need to do a better job monetizing the potential medical and health benefits of immense biodiversity found in Amazonia. ACE inhibitors, critical for many to lower blood pressure, he reminded me derive from the venom of local snakes like the Fer-de-Lance. “No country with the Fer-de-Lance has ever gotten a penny in return,” unfortunately, and so there is often little incentive for these countries to ensure the preservation of this biodiversity.

We will continue our work on behalf of nature truly inspired and guided by the legacies of Wilson and Lovejoy. Their deaths were shocking, coming so close together in time. But their lives and work are reminders of the remarkable roles each of us can play in speaking out for nature and in calling attention to the remarkable diversity and beauty of the natural world and the many other lifeforms deserving of the space to grow and thrive.

Resources:


By Cecil Konijnendijk

Crucial Urban Forests

Urban forests provide a wide range of essential benefits. Current global challenges, such as climate change, environmental degradation, and the COVID-19 pandemic, have resulted in increased awareness of the importance of urban trees and green spaces. We have all experienced the importance of our local trees and green spaces during times of restricted movements, and when lock-down restrictions were eased in Spain, many people flocked to parks and other green spaces. Many studies from across the world have demonstrated the importance and increased use of urban nature during the pandemic. Even indoor plants have become more appreciated, as preliminary findings from a study at the University of British Columbia show.

When working with cities, national governments, and international organisations, experts like me are often asked for specific guidelines for developing successful urban forestry programs. We have mostly declined, because every city is different, which makes it difficult to set transferable targets (such as tree canopy cover) across various contexts and settings. The situation in Barcelona, for example, is very different from that in Vancouver, and Beijing is a world away from Lagos, even though these are both megacities.

Introducing a New Guiding Rule of Thumb

Although it is difficult to generalise, there are arguments for developing simplified, easy-to-remember rules and guidelines, especially when these are grounded in evidence. Many of us working in this field are familiar with Frank Santamour’s 10-20-30 rule for ensuring species diversity in the urban forest. The rule states that no tree species should make up more than 10% of a municipality’s urban forest, no genus should have a share larger than 20%, and no single family should make up more than 30% of the urban forest. Although this rule has been debated, it has become widely known and adopted, most likely having a positive effect on urban forest structure and diversity.

The 10-20-30 rule, however, does not have a specific focus on the benefits provided by urban forests. Given the current climate and public health urgencies, as well as a range of other challenges we face, it would be useful to introduce a guiding principle for urban forest programmes, and city greening across the world, that ensures that all residents have access to trees and green – and the benefits these provide.

Based on some of the most up-to-date research on the links between urban forests and health, wellbeing, and climate change, and the work of influential global organisations like the World Health Organization, we would like to introduce a new (guiding) rule for urban forestry: the 3-30-300 rule. We’ll explain this rule below and are of course aware that its application will be more challenging – and perhaps less relevant – in some contexts. The rule recognises that we need to bring trees and nature all the way into people’s neighbourhoods, streets, and on their doorsteps in order to capitalise on their many benefits. It is not sufficient to strive for a city-wide tree canopy cover of 30%, because typically the urban forestry will not be evenly distributed and more marginalised populations usually will have less trees and green in their neighbourhoods. Also, putting most efforts into developing and managing large, high-profile city parks is only one part of the story, as we really have to integrate green infrastructure into all places where we live and work, so that nature is always within sight and easy access.

3 Trees from Every Home

The first element of the rule is that every citizen should be able to see at least three trees (of a decent size) from their home. Recent research demonstrates the importance of nearby, especially visible, green for mental health and wellbeing. During the COVID-19 pandemic, people have often been bound to their homes or direct neighbourhoods, placing even greater importance on nearby trees and other green in gardens and along streets. Seeing green from our windows helps us keep in touch with nature and its rhythms. It provides important breaks from our work and can inspire us and make us more creative. The Danish municipality of Frederiksberg has a tree policy that calls for every citizen to see at least one tree from their house or apartment. We should take this one step further and ensure that everybody has multiple trees in sight.

30 Percent Tree Canopy Cover in Every Neighbourhood

Recent studies have shown an association between urban forest canopy and cooling, better microclimates, mental and physical health and possibly also reducing air pollution and noise. The work of Prof. Thomas Astell-Burt and his team in Australia has repeatedly found that 30% is an important threshold – a minimum canopy cover percentage that ensures that residents benefit in terms of their health and wellbeing. By creating more leafy neighbourhoods, we also encourage people to spend more time outdoors and to interact with their neighbourhoods (which in turn promotes social health). Many of the most ambitious cities in the world in terms of greening, including Barcelona, Bristol, Canberra, Seattle and Vancouver have set a target of achieving 30% canopy cover. At the neighbourhood level, 30 percent...
Spanish cities offer some really good examples of this type of integration of public space and mobility.

Implementing the 3-30-300 Rule

There has been some initial interest in the rule from cities and organisations in different countries. Using the 3-30-300 rule will allow for benchmarking (nationally and internationally) as well as easy monitoring of progress. The rule is also easy to communicate and can generate interest and support among residents, politicians, businesses, and other key stakeholders. Applying the 3-30-300 rule will help improve and expand the local urban forest in many cities, and with that promote health, wellbeing, and resilience. It will help us create greener, better, and more biophilic cities.

Resources:


Cecil Konijnendijk is a co-founder of the Nature Based Solutions Institute (https://nbsi.eu).
Nature as a Classroom
By Annie Keil

It’s Monday after a snowstorm. The sky is blue, the sun is shining again, and all around me is a blanket of glistening snow. It’s quiet and peaceful except for the gleeful delight of my two children. On the trail before us are animal tracks, running back and forth, round and round, as if they too were joyfully playing after the storm. We are the first to walk the trail this morning, and while the trek feels like stepping into a magical scene from a story book it is simply another day of school at the Schuylkill Center for Environmental Education.

I love the hike into the woods to drop my children off at their outdoor classroom nestled among the trees – especially in the winter. The more extreme weather conditions affirm for me that there is so much to be gained from exposure to all elements, for all of us. I, too, must come prepared in my winter gear to take them to school. I don’t take for granted that this is an opportunity available to few children, and that I also get a dose of nature out of this experience.

I get many questions about outdoor education and nature-based learning, particularly about this time of year. People are always curious: What do they do when it’s cold? My answer: they are outside! Of course, there are particular wind and temperature conditions that necessitate taking breaks from the elements. But the children come equipped in snow gear with warm thermoses of hot lunch and tea. They, at times, get to build fires and in the afternoon, they rest inside sleeping bags on cots under the tree canopy, serenaded by the sounds of Mother Nature. They eat more insect bites and poison ivy. They, at times, get to eat more Mother Nature. They eat more insect bites and poison ivy. Children are encouraged to take appropriate risks through play and grow as these challenges empower them. I’ve watched firsthand as my own reserved and cautious children have developed confidence and self-mastery this way. Furthermore, kids develop autonomy and practice self-regulation through their self-care. It can be a frustrating feat for small children to learn to manage multiple layers, manipulate zippers and snaps with mittened hands, and hike with a backpack while wearing a snowsuit. In a classroom without walls, there is so much more space for children to express the full range of their emotions with ready access to co-regulation from teachers and from the environment.

I’ve learned that one of the foundations of nature-based learning is the opportunity to connect deeply with a place as it changes across seasons and evolves over time. To watch a pond habitat go from teeming with activity to frozen begs the questions: What is going on here? Where did the animals go? Are they alive? Curiosity unfolds effortlessly in the rich environment of the outdoors, where emergent learning holds endless possibility. Yet, I hear the overarching themes that weave their learning together. They are getting an experiential sense of the interconnectedness of nature and ecosystems, of which they understand themselves to be a part.

In connecting with a place in this way, children become intimate with the passage of time. They have the experiential learning of the impermanence of states, seasons, things. The icicles they played with yesterday have melted. The white snow is now a muddy puddle to stomp in. Even the moment-to-moment shifting of the appearance and disappearance of wildlife or the sight and feel of sunlight as it warms the body and then hides behind a passing cloud. The sensory input available in a natural world is wondrously plentiful and children are continuously developing their skills of observation and awareness. My heart smiles when my kids share “I notice…” followed by whatever they are aware of in the moment. I notice that I, too, experience a stronger connection with the rhythms of the earth and a greater sense of ease and wellbeing when I have regular, daily contact with nature.

This solid foundation of awareness and an understanding of impermanence is, in my opinion, an essential component for developing resilience. In a nature-based learning setting, children have regular opportunities to practice dealing with discomfort. There are of course inherent risks to being outdoors. Indeed, my children have experienced their share of cuts, bruises, wasp stings, insect bites and poison ivy. Children are encouraged to take appropriate risks through play and grow as these challenges

Domestic fowl housed near waterways create risk for transmitting zoonotic pathogens (Bogor, Indonesia). Photo by Jamie K. Reaser
Perhaps it goes without saying that it takes uniquely special educators to make nature-based learning possible, and I am inspired by the skill, commitment and character of the teachers I have encountered in my children’s education. Outdoor educators bring their unique knowledge and life experience in disciplines like ornithology, mycology, entomology, outdoor recreation, and the arts into the classroom in such a way that children internalize the message: teachers are everywhere, and Mother Nature is perhaps that greatest of them all.

Nature-based learning has provided my children with the opportunity not only to develop physically, cognitively, emotionally and socially, but to do so in a context that embraces their place in the web of all life. Out of this experience they’ve grown a respect and admiration for the earth, an empowering sense of stewardship, and a biophilic-minded understanding of reciprocity. This is a truly special education, one that I think all people, and our planet, deserves.

Annie Keil is a parent of Henry (6) and Johanna (4) and has been part of the nature-based learning community at the Schuylkill Center for Environmental Education for 4 years. Located in Philadelphia and comprising 340 acres, the Schuylkill Center is one of the first urban environmental education centers established in the country.

The center offers nature-immersion learning for mixed-age (3-5 year old) preschool and kindergarten.

Schuylkill Center Nature Preschool.
https://www.schuylkillcenter.org/preschool.
that territory between seemingly existential forces: economic development and environmental deterioration.

As design practitioners, it is the reconciliation of these forces, rather than the delivery of luxury goods, that we understand to be our most enduring civic legacy. Cities are the engines of climate change, as well the source of the capital, consensus and community needed to combat it. With national governments crippled by inaction, cities, through their density and diversity, remain centres of creativity and compromise, necessarily sharing resources, infrastructure, open space and culture.

As urban designers, our challenge is this: to start thinking about a city not made exclusively by human activities, nor measured only by human values. As landscape architects, we recognise a transformation in our role from designers to facilitators for broader systems, networks and ecologies.

And finally, as relative newcomers to the lands of the oldest cultures on earth, we acknowledge not only the possibility, but now the absolute necessity of reintegrating human and natural systems and operations into a holistic and mutually supportive totality.

In order to move forward, we need to look back.

Despite colonisation, settlement, development and the seemingly endless expansion of the suburbs of metropolitan Melbourne, it nevertheless remains an interconnected landscape.

It is still Wurundjeri Country. It has always been.

For millennia, the lands of the Birrarung (Yarra River) Valley were home to the Wurundjeri people of the Yulin Nation. Their Country extends from the bay north to the Great Dividing Range, and east and west to the Yarra and Macedon Ranges. The Birrarung Valley was traversed by many clans, benefitting from the riparian ecosystems and surrounding woodlands, travelling throughout the valley to hunt game, fish and gather plants. Importantly, the area’s protected creeks and sheltered clearings provided the spaces for shared events held by the Wurundjeri people and neighbouring clans: tribal celebrations, ritual ceremonies, family events and seasonal happenings.

While the creeks in the Valley experienced periodic flooding, they were also, during drought and climatic stress, sources of food and water – humans and animals alike would gather

Fastidious Slowness: Re-naturalising Creeks and Re-integrating Ecologies
By Tom Rivard

**Preface**

Re-imagining your Creek is an interrelated body of work carried out by REALMstudios and collaborators across an interconnected landscape in Wurundjeri Country, in the ring suburbs of Melbourne, Australia. Working with local authority Melbourne Water, REALM investigated the potential for naturalisation of drainage channels to also deliver social, economic and environmental benefits. Arnolds Creek and Blind Creek are now built outcomes, with Stony Creek in concept design and Moonee Ponds Creek at the masterplan stage. All four projects share the ambition to reintegrate human and natural ecologies, using water as the catalyst. The project, recently recognised with an Award of Excellence from the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects Victoria, was a collaborative endeavour between Melbourne Water, REALMstudios, Alluvium Consulting and E2DesignLab.

**Conditions**

For much of the world, and for most of global history, Australia was at the end of the world. Now, as an exceedingly dry continent with the majority of its contemporary population aggregated along the coasts, it is at the leading edge of climate change.

It is now also one of the world’s most urbanised countries - since colonisation, its cities and towns have been sited squarely within
around clearings in the forest along creeks, where vegetation continued to flourish. The Wurundjeri have been custodians of this Country for thousands of years, managing the land and its ecosystems. Both the richness of the landscape for which they cared, and this deep knowledge, endure today.

This project is founded in recovering some of this richness, and restoring some of this knowledge, by re-evaluating our approach to water, and its “management.” Central to our approach is an appreciation of the significance of water to its surroundings - it shapes the landscape, nurtures it, and creates the framework for human interaction with the environment.

Context

The territory of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs is flat and, like much of coastal Australia, alternates between being very wet, or extremely dry. Once a complex and dynamic network of rivers, creeks and wetlands, 20th century engineering has reduced the regional catchment to a series of concrete channels and drains. Coupled with this deracination of the landscape, the surrounding communities have traditionally been deprived of much-needed open space.

The challenges were clear from the outset: regular flood events, posing significant environmental and safety risks, needed to be balanced against the ambitions of Melbourne Water to engender greater waterway access, driven by community health and amenity. This complex set of operational parameters demanded a collaborative design-led response, one merging many disciplines: engineering, ecology, social planning and community engagement.

Considerations

The project initially demanded a cultural evolution within Melbourne Water, the agency responsible for water management across Melbourne. The agency is now reviewing how it can continue to adapt its previously sequestered infrastructure to improve environmental performance while also providing new cultural and ecological frameworks.

To satisfy these demands, instead of restoration, a process of naturalisation was applied. This is a practical methodology to reintroduce ecologies to the city, negotiating a shared territory between urban structures and natural systems. The approach required concessions to engineering efficiencies; instead of moving water as fast as possible to the bay, its movement is slowed down with natural meanders and ripples, resulting in gentler flows, holding water in the landscape.

This slowing down of water begins to recover natural processes by allowing the introduction of a range of secondary habitats and ecologies - within the complex systems that collect, store and reuse water in the landscape. The resulting permeable framework also creates spaces for absent species to be re-established within the landscape, contributing to its ongoing operations and ecologies - this is especially true of human ecologies.

Community

Community engagement was at the heart of the projects, with individuals, groups, institutions and organisations fully invested in the process, and the outcomes. Community input identified opportunities for education, recreation and community - importantly, these aims were associated with improved water performance within the recovered parklands. The community wanted to experience water, in all its manifestations, as part of nature returned to the city.

As the water slowed down, so could people – the renewed creeklands offered the opportunity to pause, to reflect and to reconnect with nature. The designs established flood-proof elements allowing the community to connect with water and with each other: benches, tables, bridges, platforms, lookouts, stepping stones. These elements lead people into the parks and down into the creek beds, across it and along it, where the movement of water creates an audible, visual and tactile experience.

The Australian idea of the "park", a distinctive phenomenon as it has developed over decades, conflates many disparate things: the local community, their strong attachment to landscape, social and recreational activities, food and drink, and shared civic ritual performances, celebrations and events. Within communities, these environmental places become critical civic assets, dense and multi-faceted operational landscapes, capable of containing disparate multitudes of events and activities and entertaining and accommodating countless thousands. The key community challenge with the creeks was to retain the hydrological function of the creeklands, while expanding, enhancing and adapting their ecological, social and cultural performance for an increasingly diverse 21st century community, in a rapidly changing world.

Continuation

Life and activity of many types have returned to the waterways, with humans and non-humans alike finding their place in the transformed landscape. From a silent landscape devoid even of birdsong, the parks now buzz with activity and its resonance: frog croaks, insect buzzing, the rhythmic pattern of joggers and the irregular tones of deep conversations.
The persistence of seemingly long-absent ecologies was a continued surprise: cessation of routine close-cut mowing saw native grass species return in abundance. The underlying ecological structures were released by this work. Project director and REALMstudios founder Jon Shinkfield offers “there are deep lines of ecology that reside around waterways, under the surface of the built landscape, that keep wanting to come to the surface.”

One of the more rewarding aspects of these projects is their ongoing dynamism once water is released from its completely managed state. Although the framework is fixed by engineering, the design approach recognises the movement of water and the attendant change it will bring over time, particularly with engagement within the landscape from new constituents, both human and natural.

**Congruencies**

These new parklands have become community collectors and connectors, encouraging activity and occupation through their extensive social infrastructure, but also through the continuously evolving habitats and ecologies that are growing throughout the transformed landscapes. Plantings are intentionally complex mosaics, with arrangements intended to continue evolving over the coming years, without the need for external intervention. Species and populations will shift annually and seasonally, responding to broader climate, weather and water patterns - short-term and local events will connect places to larger ecosystems. The connectivity in these creeks is as much about time and space as it is about water.

Through deep knowledge of landscape and the logic of ecosystems, these creek corridors were transformed to become responsive environments within traditionally static urban areas. In these fluidic and permeable landscapes, surfaces, spaces and activity all contribute to the management of movement, and the re-introduction of time: water slows down, plants, animals and people congregate, linger and participate in the continued evolution of the land.

These transformed creeks accommodate emerging and revitalised operations and ecologies – importantly, they allow the re-integration of human and natural constituents and activities to realign within a natural landscape. As Shinkfield says, “There is latent power and possibility within the Australian landscape; we just need to rediscover and release it.”

Tom Rivard is an urbanist, artist and educator, engaged in speculative city making, re-imagining the productive relationships between cultural acts and the environments in which they thrive. He is a Practice Principal with REALMstudios (realmstudios.com).
The Burrowing Owls of Marco Island
By Tim Beatley

It is hard to imagine a more charismatic and charming bird than a burrowing owl. Not very large, with big eyes and a fascinating biology (including, most notably, living and raising their young in underground burrows). They are beloved by many in communities lucky enough to have them around. I became familiar with them several years ago when making a film about efforts in Phoenix to install artificial underground burrows; an effort to actively relocate the owls from places (including as a result of highway projects) where they have been displaced.

A subspecies of the burrowing owl is also endemic to the grasslands of Florida. Over multiple decades, the subspecies has been displaced and is now listed as a threatened species there. Some communities have been the beneficiaries of this displacement and have embraced the owls wholeheartedly; working to make room for their burrows in vacant lots and on the lawns of homes.

Marco Island, a barrier island in the southwest corner of Florida, is one such place and there a community is taking an interesting approach to coexisting with the owls. Conservation efforts have been spearheaded by the Audubon of the Western Everglades (AWE) in partnership with the City of Marco Island. I spoke with Brad Cornell of AWE about the efforts there, and the threats faced by the owls. While still in the beginning stages, the program is off to a good start. Around 110 starter burrows were installed in 2020, with about 13 landowners who had recruited owls. So, the majority of these starter burrows end up unoccupied. Those homeowners who are lucky enough to find themselves with a nesting pair of owls are, Cornell tells me, “elated.” And unfortunately, many more are likely disappointed when owls do not arrive.

Several days later I caught up with Jean Hall, a professional wildlife photographer who coordinates the volunteers who work with AWE on behalf of the owls. She, along with field biologist Brittany Piersma, were on that day driving around the island checking on owls and gopher tortoises (another resident species that burrows as well and can also be found on vacant lots). My phone conversation with Jean that day confirmed for me the tolerance and resilience of the owls. As we were talking, there were loud sounds coming from an adjacent construction site that seem not to bother the burrowing owl that Jean is watching, but the noise is a reminder of the relentless development pressure that the owls and tortoises must contend with.

Volunteers like Jean make the program work on the ground. Each season some 50 or more residents, most retirees, train to become “owl monitors,” agreeing to watch the active burrows at least once a week and to record important information along the way (such as the presence and age of chicks). Each pair of monitors is assigned to one of the island’s 22 neighborhoods, with responsibility to monitor around 15 sites.
Serving as an owl monitor is so popular there has been a waiting list. I ask Jean what she thinks the volunteers get out of the experience. She says she is not sure but notes the high rate of return of volunteers each year and the considerable learning opportunities and stress-reducing benefits of looking for owl babies.

To encourage homeowners to make room for the owls a special financial incentive was created in 2020. Homeowners with active nestling burrows were entitled to receive $250 each year as long as the burrow remained active. It is obviously not a lot of money, but as Cornell notes an important step nonetheless: “What it does think is lend some official public community recognition of the value of having wildlife.” It’s a recognition, he says, that the owls are a community asset.

It is not a large commitment of public funds for the city, about $5000 a year, but impressive still that the city council is willing to support the effort financially.

Is the subsidy a significant factor in encouraging homeowner participation? It is hard to say. “It’s not the money,” Hall tells me, noting that some homeowners have even returned the funds back to the city. It is something else that primarily motivates people, she thinks: a love of the owls. But the funds are a people, she thinks: a love of the owls. But the funds are a small yet important signal about the part of landowners, including a requirement to maintain the height of vegetation close to the burrows, avoiding the use of pesticides, and keeping the entrance to starter burrows clear of debris.

Especially interesting are the stories of hope where schools have interacted with the owls. Cornell tells me about one case in nearby Naples where a pair of owls established a nest just below the goalposts of a middle school’s football field. The proposed solution was to set up four starter burrows in other nearby locations in an effort to persuade the owls to shift to a less disruptive site; the owls did indeed move the next week and ended up fledging 5 chicks. What a wonderful opportunity to engage the students at a relatively young age with birds and urban wildlife and to provide a tangible demonstration of what coexistence looks like.

As creative as the starter burrow program is, it is likely not enough to ensure the survival of the owls (or the tortoises). Some effort to protect and set aside potentially developable vacant lots has also got to be part of the answer. And there have already been efforts to secure parcels through Collier Conservation, a voluntary land acquisition program that dates to the early 2000’s and has led to the purchase and protection of some 4,500 acres of habitat in the county. In fall of 2020, voters resoundingly voted (77% in favor) to restart this initiative and impose again an addition of $250,000 to property taxes for an additional ten years.

Individual homeowners are also jumping in to help. Brittany Piersma mentioned one landowner she encountered in the field who ended up so enthralled with tortoises that he purchased the empty adjacent lot to be set aside permanently as a conservation lot. A few days later, she reports being contacted by another nearby neighbor interested in hosting a starter burrow, suggesting the potential value of neighborhood-based forms of conservation. “No matter how small or large, every small effort can truly make a difference,” she writes in an essay in the Coastal Breeze News titled “The Hope We All Needed.”

Is it possible to love the owls to death? There is quite a lot of owl-connected tourism I am told. People come to Marco Island to see the owls and the sight of small buses stopping to watch them is now common. It is another argument for defending and making room for the owls, and as Hall notes, local businesses are thrilled to see the tourist interest. These economic arguments, while not primary, are nevertheless helpful. The larger City of Cape Coral, to the north, has even more burrowing owls within its borders than Marco and their owl-tourism is booming, punctuated each year with a popular Burrowing Owl Festival that features bus tours and extensive education about the owls, as well as raising considerable funds for habitat acquisition.

What the longer future holds for these charismatic owls is unclear, and whether it will be possible to secure a permanent place in this growing coastal city. The way they are beloved by residents and visitors alike, and the extent of volunteer engagement, are cause for optimism.

So far, the numbers of nesting owls is encouraging: the 2020 nesting season was quite successful, Brad Cornell tells me, with 255 nesting pairs on the island, producing 568 chicks fledged. Compared to the mid-1990’s this is a dramatic increase. The number of homeowners wanting starter burrows is another encouraging metric. There is no doubt that Marco Island is a more interesting place because of the owls, as well as the tortoises and the other co-inhabitants of this barrier island, and the city a more caring and compassionate place for its efforts to make room for them.

Resources
The Visaka Society for the Protection and Care of Animals (VSPCA) proposes that food-smart animal sanctuaries are an excellent model for environmental and social justice, building in food security and climate resilience across rural communities in tropical India. The design, workflows and principles of such a preserve, would be important to city planning as well. This thoughtful plan demonstrates successful, nature-positive outcomes representing an imaginative linking between city and countryside via animals that are being forced out of human-dominated spaces and food systems. These living spaces are often simultaneously contemplated upon in terms of access to fresh food, management of rural migrants and informal workers and more recently, biodiversity losses. Creating healthy, opportunistic living spaces in rural regions through innovative practices, which provide fulfilling occupations for village residents can reduce rural migration to cities. Animals, the important residents in these sanctuaries, are key to influencing universal human values and instilling the value of the region’s biodiversity.

Background: The World to India to Visakhapatnam

A report from The Task Force on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) found that more than half of the world’s economic output is dependent on mother nature. This implies that life on Earth is sustained through nature’s biodiversity. TNFD reports that humanity has wiped out 83% of all wild mammals and half of the world’s plants. This has brought the living world to the brink of the climate crisis and inflicts food insecurity on more than a billion people.

Farmers in India are increasingly desperate. Deep cracks in food security coupled with disruptions in the supply chains of the agricultural sector have disproportionately affected rural communities and large numbers of informal sector workers. For India’s 303 million informal sector workers the consequences of food insecurity are dire. The continuing waves of Covid-19 in India can push rural communities into transient poverty with a potential impact of plunging upwards of 4 million informal sector workers into poverty.

The Kindness Trust

In this situation of great loss (of the world’s biodiversity and nature) there is genuine opportunity to resurrect nature-positive outcomes by pursuing sustainable ecosystems, which involve local people and rescued animals while ensuring biodiversity retention. In the heart of rural Visakhapatnam, a food-smart animal haven is expanding possibilities for health and well-being of all. This is VSPCA’s Kindness Farm.

In 2012, VSPCA procured land deemed “useless” in the Kuruvada region meant to house rescued animals from the city and countryside. Late actress Ms. Olive Walker, world-renowned animal activist, Mr. Philip Wollen of The Kindness Trust, Mrs. Esther Geisser of NetAP and Mrs. Shobha Narayanan helped realize this project with VSPCA’s Founder, Mr. Pradeep Kumar Nath. Calling it the “Kindness Farm,” Pradeep began his first task: carting truck-loads of water to wet the land and dig wells – planting many thousands of native fruit and shade saplings for animals, beginning the processes of soil regeneration. The aim: invite pollinators and the region’s biodiversity to return to this region. VSPCA does not believe that any piece of land is useless or barren. Animals, birds, insects, reptiles, and microorganisms live everywhere – from deserts to ice-lands to deep down in the ocean where life is not expected to survive!

In 2019, VSPCA obtained a similar property in “Narsipatnam” that is being re-modelled after The Farm. Narsipatnam covers about 14 villages. The ultimate aim of these efforts by VSPCA is to influence a region of about 97 villages stretching from “Anakapalle” through “Nathavaram” by creating sanctuaries that provide both biodiversity sustenance and
self-reliance, offering livelihood to villagers in this region and influencing their compassion for rescued animals – so that every citizen internalizes the value of all the precious biodiversity that abounds this region.

Several dozen locals have joined hands in working with VSPCA, recognizing that an oasis was forming in their dry region. Today, VSPCA employs about 50 Kuruvaran residents to manage the Farm and renewable energy production, handle animals, and ensure the availability of year-round water while maintaining the regional watersheds. With their help, the Farm has evolved the best sustainable practices and living habits. Throughout this region, there now is heightened awareness of the incredible value of the biodiversity that exists here.

Why is this Project necessary?

Food insecurity, climate change and urban sprawl threaten rural ecosystems with fragile economies and keystone species. Conventionally, such challenges are addressed via costly state/ international interventions and aid, often with scientific complexities, at the expense of local participation and trust.

VSPCA has been evolving self-sustainable, ecosystem service-based, long-term, adaptive, replicable infrastructures. In all landscapes, whether coastline, city, or countryside, these include local and animal cultural ecologies, agency, and participation.

As VSPCA worked through its sea turtle conservation program, the founder and staff learned of the true impacts of empowering ground-up conservation. In rural Andhra Pradesh, through the Kindness Farm initiative, they continue to explore opportunities to expand their food-smart, food-shed, while continuing to work closely with all animals. Working with the Smart City Mission in the City of Visakhapatnam – the realization dawned that the countryside has great resources to be just as “smart” as any Smart City – because the rural countryside is in greater proximity to nature! And, what can be smarter than nature herself?

It’s seen that the Farm suffers drought and flooding in mirroring the story of Noah’s Ark. As soon as plants and animals began thriving in the Farm’s environment, the next steps were to build for climate resiliency and adaptive capacity in rural Andhra Pradesh. So, VSPCA began the construction of its Rain Water Harvesting Project. This best management practice is training rural residents in the process of rain water harvesting. Certain farmers like Mr. Satyanarayan are observing this process keenly to bring such a system to their own farms and animal cooperatives in the region. Rains mean life in this region. Rain water harvesting addresses both drought and flooding. It channels the heavy coastal storm waters into rain water pits and wells, and the bio-gas-based energy pumps the water into overhead tanks – for year-round water availability. Precious rain water isn’t wasted and different crops can be rotated year-round. The animals and residents are guaranteed water in difficult times because of the storage capacity of the system. Animal dung keeps the soil healthy, which retains more moisture along with the nitrogen-fixing microorganisms for plant health, and prevents soil erosion.

Water attracts more biodiversity. Animal species are flocking to the Farm. A leopard, a mongoose and varieties of snakes are now seen at the Farm. There is overall prosperity with rain water harvesting.

VSPCA, an animal-protection organization, has ways to deter species who may attack the Farm’s animals, without employing lethal means, while attracting pollinators and birds to propagate the native trees throughout the region.

Important design elements in the Farm include a delightful “Community-Dog Park” and Cat House as model spaces for rescued dogs and cats. As VSPCA runs a shelter in the City of Visakhapatnam, they have the knowledge to build and train the locals on construction and management of an aviary, apiary, and a primate sanctuary.

The Scope of Kindness Farm

When replicated across rural communities, the Farm has tremendous scope. It is a demonstrably self-reliant model – a much needed means of innovation and livelihood! People are able to learn to grow their own food by innovative means with the backing of evolving best practices. The soil is regenerated and well-fixed because there are a variety of animals who produce the best fresh fertilizer and support the vermicomposting needed. The Farm produces its own biogas.

Food-Smart, Food-Shed

The Kindness Farm is a model “food-smart food-shed,” demonstrating the following strategies:

- Natural and Organic Farming combined with Agroforestry: regenerating soil health with native plants and trees, utilizing rescued-animal waste efficiently, and building self-sustaining practices throughout this region.
- Rain Water Harvesting and Watershed Management: ensuring water availability year-round, in this drought-prone region, which receives limited yearly rainfall.
- Interspecies Co-existence: is about inviting the region’s biodiversity back – to revitalize natural ecosystem services provided freely by Mother Nature. Animal sanctuary-management activities are key in this proposed food-smart, food-shed.
- Awareness and Education Campaigns in Adjacent and Neighboring Villages and Townships: is the tactic for system multiplication and/or scaling up; and
- Establishing the Relevant Concerned Network: of village panchayats, region’s farmers, market channels, relevant NGOs for scientific knowledge around seed and crop, animal rescue co-ops and universities - all, for the purposes of socio-economic growth of the selected regions, continued scientific needs/research, strategic & tactical planning, and change management.
Food transported over tens of thousands of miles using incredible transportation and energy resources, is one of the causes of food insecurity. Large amounts of money are redirected to bringing food to the masses, grown, packed and processed across oceans, which can actually be grown locally and freshly. The Farm seeks to demonstrate local food production and consumption.

Innovations in farming and the high demand for organic products across the world, provide opportunities for fulfilled employment of village youth, men and women at their very locations. As the Kindness Farm has proven, it can gainfully employ the village youth, men and women. This has prospects for reducing mass migrations from villages to cities. Most cities in India are struggling to provide healthy living for people migrating in large numbers, who often end up in slums and shanties.

Conclusion
Native people are accountable to their land. The indigenous are accountable to the lands and waters, which are their means to survival. They work closely with Mother Nature. Being close to nature, is being close to their survival. Nature and survival are often demanding and cruel. Animals and the native peoples know and live this.

When we work with animals and make their existence a part of ours, we begin to unravel the language of how to manage the land and waters for the betterment of the whole ecosystem. In cities, as we tend to destroy natural lands or eliminate animals from urban spaces, we lose the special language that can only be learnt by observing biodiversity. Animal stories are always woven into the land and only become revealed when humans make efforts to retain all the biodiversity around them.

The Kindness Farm is such an experiment that perseveres in demonstrating how humans can make homes for various species and live effectively with nature. The Farm illustrates frameworks needed for healthy living, species-by-species.

Taking the example of the Dog Park: here might be the framework pathway: (1) ensure ample water for living; (2) make homes for dogs, as everyone needs a home on this planet to call their own (therefore, you will see references to “dog bungalows” in pictures/articles of Kindness Farm); (3) plant trees sustaining the larger ecosystem; and (4) provide domesticated urban dogs in such facilities, similar essentials and amenities needed by anyone for survival – e.g. food, water, vaccinations, health care, recreation, etc.

In conclusion, modern scientists work through established scientific methods that demand evidence. Therefore, indigenous sciences and animal cultures are considered “primitive,” unable to adhere to the modern scientific method. However, the scope of modern scientific method can often be puny in space, time and spirit. How do we emulate an entire ecosystem in the lab? Or, from a petri-dish? How can we traverse centuries in our experiment? Ecosystems have evolved over millennia to provide the ecosystem services needed for the survival of species.

VSPCA in its work, recognizes indigenous methods of knowing, transmitted over centuries, and applies this to augment the modern scientific methods.

It is also important to internalize that modern science is sanctioned through settler colonial power structures whose authority does not authentically tolerate questions because the evidence has been supplied. Basically, science tends to be authoritative, but hasn't evolved the scientific method to be questioned against the bigger scheme of things over centuries and across the cosmos. Modern science therefore, can go wrong – as compared with centuries of indigenous wisdom obtained directly from nature. We must think: – through all our technological advancements, is global warming a true sign of progress for all of humanity?

We must develop a deeper compassion for all animals. VSPCAs Kindness Farm brings animal and human cultures together in a way that empowers both humans and nonhumans to live peaceful lives, while sustaining larger ecosystems with greater biodiversity.

Resources:
Land Use-Induced Spillover: Considerations for Urban Mitigation Planning

By Jamie K. Reaser and Gary Tabor

The advent of COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2 virus) is a call for greater attention to the human activities that drive pandemics. An understanding of causes facilitates the envisioning of solutions. Here we provide a brief overview of the ecological conditions and processes that facilitate pandemics, as well as pose questions for urban planners to take into consideration for achieving pandemic risk reduction.

Along with other colleagues, we recently proposed dominoes as a way of imagining the chain of events that ultimately result in pandemics: something triggers the first domino to fall and the rest then fall in sequence, until all of the dominoes have been knocked over. The trigger, we believe, is land use change—human activities that destroy or degrade natural systems. We refer to the process as land use-induced spillover (Plowright et al. 2021, Reaser et al. 2021a, 2021b). Ecological countermeasures are targeted landscape-scale interventions that can be employed to reduce pandemic risks in human-modified ecosystems (Reaser et al. 2021c).

The metaphoric dominoes fall as land use change creates environmental conditions that stress wildlife. The theory, which is backed by an increasing amount of scientific research, is that when wildlife become stressed, their immune systems become impaired making them highly susceptible to infection by pathogens, disease-causing microbes. These animals thus become hosts, larger organisms that pathogens thrive on or within. Ongoing or additional stresses cause wildlife hosts to shed (release) pathogens in the environment, usually through urine, feces, or saliva. When humans come into contact with these pathogens, directly or indirectly, they too become pathogen-infected—they contract diseases. The transmission of a pathogen from animals to humans is known as zoonotic spillover. Sometimes the pathogens are transmitted from wildlife to people, and sometimes from wildlife to domestic animals to people. Some pathogens rely on vectors, such as mosquitos or ticks, to accomplish transmission. Once a pathogen enters the human population, it spreads from person to person. The term epidemic means that a disease is prevalent throughout a community. The term pandemic means that a disease has reached global scale.

What role do urban environments play in triggering land use-induced spillover?

How can urban planning mitigate zoonotic disease risks?

Urban environments are constantly interacting with the landscapes in which they are embedded; the collective expression of human activities reaches near and far. While an urban “footprint” may be discrete, a city’s “metabolism” is hyper-connected to other cities and landscapes at a global scale. Urban living can facilitate large-scale zoonotic disease outbreaks through the transmission opportunity associated with high density living, as well as the geographical extent of urban lifestyles. This poses challenges for urban planners in considering zoonotic disease risk mitigation (Ahmed et al. 2019).

We breakdown the mechanistic process of land use–induced spillover through the infect-shed-spill-spread cascade as it relates to cities, with the aim of highlighting points of strategic epidemic intervention for forward-looking urban designers. Although tropical and subtropical environments are most commonly associated with zoonotic pathogen emergence (origin), once a pathogen spreads into a widely-distributed host, such as a house mouse or a human, the world may become borderless to disease. This is particularly worrisome given the increase in inter-urban networks. As COVID-19 has aptly demonstrated, the consequences for communities that have not wisely-invested in disease prevention and mitigation strategies will be measured in lives and livelihoods lost.

Infection & Shedding: Urban Stressors

Risks: Urban areas are developed and provisioned through various land use processes that impact terrestrial, freshwater, and marine ecosystems. Environmental impacts may occur within a city’s vicinity as habitats are destroyed and degraded for construction purposes, or in relatively remote wildlands on the other side of the world where minerals are mined, timber is felled, wildlife is extracted, or food is grown for export to urban centers. Theses impacts may be localized and acute, or intensive and pervasive, as well as dynamic across space and time.

Of course, cityscapes are not just characterized by what they take up and take in; urban areas also have a wide-range of outputs, among them pesticides, pharmaceuticals, garbage, and excrement. Noise, dust and light pollution are often overlooked as disturbances, but the scale of these nuisances are becoming vast as cities grow together creating mega-cities. Many of these pollutants can directly stress wildlife. Others may increase the prevalence and distribution of pathogens in the environment, sometimes in unexpected ways. For example, plastic products (including microplastics) can serve as colonizing substrates for various pathogens.
Considerations:
What can be done to educate urban developers about the risks their projects pose to human health so these risks can be mitigated? How can the development process be biophilic?

How can regulatory measures be more effectively employed to prevent land use-induced environmental stresses on wildlife species that are known zoonotic pathogen hosts?

How can urban environments be designed so that the majority of resources are provisioned locally?

Spillover: Wildlife-Human Proximity

Risks: The risk of zoonotic pathogen spillover (transmission) between wildlife and people is largely a matter of proximity. In urban environments people may intentionally and unintentionally come into contact with numerous types of wildlife that have the potential to carry and transmit zoonotic diseases. Some of these diseases, such as rabies, are not readily spread from person to person. However, disease such plague, cholera, and monkeypox have strong pandemic potential. Invasive vertebrates should be of particular concern in city environs because many zoonotic pathogens are associated with wide-spread invasive species (often considered “pests”) and ports of entry make urban areas especially vulnerable to biological invasion.

Common ways in which people intentionally come into direct contact with wildlife in urban areas include keeping wildlife (non-domesticated species) as pets (this includes animals purchased in pet stores), feeding wildlife, handling injured or orphaned wildlife, and consuming wildlife for food, medicine, or display purposes (e.g., trophies or art).

Common ways in which people unintentionally come into direct or indirect contact (e.g., excrement) with wildlife in urban areas include via the infestation of invasive rodents and birds in dwellings, handling of containers used to feed wildlife, touching unsanitary surfaces in outdoor areas (e.g., picnic tables), and interacting with domestic animals that have been exposed to wildlife in urban yards, parks, farms, and zoos.

Considerations:
What can be done to better educate city dwellers and tourists about the risks that contact with wildlife poses to human health while also promoting wildlife appreciation—fostering biophilia?

How can regulatory measures be more effectively employed to minimize human contact with wildlife in urban environments by, for example, establishing stringent measures to eradicate and control invasive species, effectively manage waste and sanitation, and prohibit wildlife feeding?

How can urban environments be better designed to prevent contact between high-risk wildlife (species known to carry zoonotic diseases) and people in ways that are not only humane to wildlife but foster wildlife populations in low-risk contexts? This could involve, for example, refraining from landscaping with fruiting plants that attract and concentrate high-risk wildlife near dwellings and recreation areas.

Spread: Human Relations

Risks: Urban environments are characterized by large numbers of people living and working in close proximity. Human to human contact is high, whether direct or indirect, intentional or unintentional. For this reason, cities can serve as pandemic epicenters—hubs for the spread of zoonotic diseases.

Considerations:
What can be done to better educate city dwellers and tourists about the importance of and options for reducing disease transmission risk? This might include, for example, city-specific social marketing campaigns that promote adoption of risk mitigation behaviors.

How can regulatory measures be more effectively employed to minimize human contact to urban environments as a pre-emptive strategy rather than just a response measure after a zoonotic outbreak has been reported? For example, could regulations be more effective at managing food and water supplies, ventilation systems, and waste streams?

How can public transportation and structures in urban environments be designed to reduce person to person contact risks?

Human health is determined by environmental health. The more we can do to support large, intact, well-connected natural landscapes, the healthier—and much happier—we’ll be as people (Patz et al. 2004). When the “naturalful” city paradigm extends the full length of the urban footprint, urban living can help reduce the risk of land use-induced spillover through public education, regulatory measures, and design innovation. Urban living is being redefined to reduce stress and promote the equitable well-being of city inhabitants. This goal should also encompass protecting the quality of life for all species, far and wide, impacted by urban structure and function. Reducing the risk of zoonotic disease outbreaks is consistent with celebrating and conserving nature, with regular immersion in nature and appreciation of native plants and animals as an aspect of urban thriving, and with expressing the ethical responsibility that cities have to conserve nature to the benefit of all life on Earth from local to global scales.

References and Further Reading


With a close evolutionary relationship, non-human primates pose a high risk of transmitting pathogenic to humans (Macaque, Phnom Penh, Cambodia). Photo by Jamie K. Reaser.
Green Tracking of Light Rail: Creating Future-Focused Biophilic Transport Infrastructure

By Ed Clayton

Background

Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland is the largest city in Aotearoa New Zealand. Home to around 1.5 million people, it has been experiencing rapid growth and now houses around 30% of the national population. Congestion is a hot topic in the media with estimates that it costs the city up to $1.3 billion (NZD) annually or around 1.4% of the GDP. While undoubtedly this congestion is due to growth, it has roots in several historic decisions made in the 20th century. In the 1950’s and 1960’s, Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland’s once extensive tramways were removed and replaced with trolley buses. At the same time, a decision was made to focus on building a motorway network at the expense of extending the commuter rail system. Now, a light rail network has been proposed to alleviate congestion and help enhance community connection for several different routes (ironically, down some of the very same tram routes removed 70 years ago). The first of these is the connection between the city center and the international airport, an approximately 20km line that will access areas expected to host around 17% of the population growth and 33% of the job growth occurring in the next 30 years. The new national direction governing water management for Aotearoa New Zealand are the Essential Freshwater reforms. They demand immediate improvement to our freshwater systems and the need to bring waterways to a healthy state within a generation. Te Mana o te Wai (roughly translated: the power/authority of the water) is the central concept and sets out the directions local body authorities (city, district and regional councils in Aotearoa New Zealand) need to take to improve waterways. Key to this are the principles of governance and stewardship, where those with authority must prioritize (improving and enhancing where required) the health of waterways now and into the future to ensure the needs of future generations are sustained.

To give effect to Te Mana o te Wai, councils must apply the following hierarchies of obligation: 1) the health and well-being of water; 2) the health needs of people; and 3) the social, economic and cultural well-being of people and communities. Following such directions, it can be reasonably interpreted that councils should take steps to ensure that infrastructure supports Te Mana o te Wai. For transport, this means building infrastructure that firstly has low pollutant generation and secondly can actively treat pollutant loads by sequestering contaminants within its structure, ensuring any discharged water is filtered and cleaned before entering the receiving environment.

But, our current transport paradigm remains inherently polluting. Centering cars and private vehicles in our urban spaces creates swathes of impervious surfaces. This results in “Urban Stream Syndrome”, where paved areas create faster runoff, leading to streams that have higher flood peaks and more erosive power, transport more pollutants and sediment, and have fewer species and less complex ecosystems.

None of the above is new. Auckland Council recognizes that roads carrying more than 10,000 vehicles per day are high contaminant generating activities. To mitigate this, such roads should have treatment devices within the corridor that can do a mix of reducing pollution and runoff. Yet retrofitting existing roads is challenging because these treatment devices generally take up more room than is available without a drastic reshaping of the corridor. Changing our vehicle powertrains from...
internal combustion to electric or hydrogen will not address tyre wear, or reduce impervious surfaces either.

Knowing that we need to improve our waterways but continuing to design systems for cars that create toxic freshwater environments leads to incompatible outcomes. The requirements of Te Mana o te Wai legislation will place responsibilities on local government that creates conflict with building roads as normal. Application of biodiversity net-gain concepts can help explore the choices we face (Knight-Lenihan 2019). We need to ask the question “What would urban transport look like if the fundamental requirement was a net-gain in water quality?”

**Green Light Rail**

We may have an answer if we can build a light rail network that is integrated with engineered swales and biofiltration devices. The use of “lawn” or “grass” tracking in light rails is extensive in Europe and implemented in a range of other countries including China, the U.S., Australia and Spain (Figures 1 and 3). These tracks incorporate grasses and groundcover plants over infilled soil. Often, the only visible parts of the light rail network will be the rails themselves and the overhead wires. Such designs have important benefits. Compared to a standard concrete light rail surface, they improve air quality by helping filter airborne contaminants and improve community wellbeing through increased visual green space. They reduce the noise associated with light rail vehicle movement, lower urban heat island effects, and have lower embedded emissions as there is less concrete used in construction. The Parramatta Light Rail line, currently under construction in Western Sydney, Australia, has 10% of its length as grass track. Where used, this has reduced the required concrete by 81% compared to standard construction and overall the project reduced carbon emissions by 36% due to material reuse and recycling.

Most importantly for this discussion, grass tracks allow surface water to soak in, thereby removing contaminants and slowing stormwater runoff with studies showing up to 90% of rain falling within the rail corridor soaking in and being used by the plants. Yet, these tracks are not designed with water quality outcomes as a priority. Usually, these tracks are built to delineate the light rail lines, stop cars from using them, and provide aesthetic quality to local areas.

The proposed idea of “green” tracking takes these ideas one step further and prioritises the water quality outcomes as a fundamental design requirement. How this might look is similar to the photos of European examples but with specific engineered soils designed to infiltrate and treat contaminants. Cross sections would be altered to drain water from road surfaces to a center running light rail line. Effective treatment trains would consist of vegetated swales for pre-treatment before discharge to raingardens, removing sediment in swales and ensuring efficient infiltration in the raingardens. Native groundcover plants could be used to provide a rough surface texture that slows water movement, keeping water visible at the surface when it rains and providing food for bees and pollinators when dry. In areas where road stormwater discharges to streams and marine areas, we could remove contaminants generated from tyres. Where possible, clean water would soak to the aquifers below in much the same way as it does now, but at slower and more manageable rates. In places where the corridor has a wide margin, trees could be planted to create a linear forest (Figure 3). We know that climate change is likely to deliver more extreme heat events that impact on rail systems, trees can create a more consistent microclimate that shade and protect the infrastructure.

While the final alignment of Auckland light rail is yet to be decided, the alignment will likely be adjacent to roads carrying between 15,000 and 25,000 vpd, all classified as high contaminant generating activities. Some of this overlies fractured basalt zones where stormwater is directed to soakage (and then to aquifers) or combined stormwater/sewer networks. The aquifers feed urban catchments that in turn discharge to coastal areas under permanent swimming bans. Other areas have more standard stormwater systems that discharge directly...
to urban streams. Treatment for these roads is sporadic at best with gross pollutant traps only at a select few locations (usually not good enough to filter out microplastics and particulate bound contaminants such as zinc). Making a conscious decision to put water quality outcomes first means that we could build light rail with swales and raingardens that can treat all of the runoff from adjacent road surfaces (see Figures 4 and 5 for example designs).

As an example, to treat the 4.9 km stretch of Dominion Road between the two proposed stations at Mt. Roskill Junction and Dominion Road Junction (see the proposed 2016 Dominion Road route map, Figure 6), only 1500 m of swales and 150 m of raingardens would be needed (assuming treatment efficiencies as described in Auckland Council’s GD01 document). These would not be needed in a continuous stretch, rather short sections of treatment could be targeted at suitable areas with enough hard space in between for stations, vehicle crossings and intersections.

Continuing this design along the proposed light rail line, we could build such a system to tie into the central city where plans are afoot for a revitalized Queen Street in the central city. Much discussion has been had around daylighting the stream buried during the colonial settlement (Waihorotiu). Together with the green light rail it would make a green and blue space that could create a stunning biophilic linear transport network from the city center to Māngere (Figure 7).

Next Steps
As this article is written, it is unknown if the planned light rail for Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland will have green tracks. Likely a detailed design with route selection and station location will be released soon. From consultation documents it is clear that the central government has charged the Auckland Light Rail team with considering environmental and climate outcomes while making these decisions. This could be the example we need to take a systems approach to transport infrastructure and put our freshwater systems first when we plan infrastructure, together with an urban design process that addresses not just the light rail line but the adjacent land use too.

Ed Clayton is a freshwater scientist and a committee member of the non-profit Sustainability Society, a technical interest group of Engineering New Zealand. He lives in Tāmaki Makaurau (Auckland).
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Biophilic Building for Human Resilience: The Spine Liverpool, the Royal College of Physicians New HQ

By Rob Hopkins and Steve Edge

Following a Royal College of Physicians (RCP) led competition, AHR Architects were commissioned to design the new northern home for the RCP, The Spine in The Knowledge Quarter, Liverpool UK. Designed by architect Rob Hopkins, Regional Director at AHR. The Spine is set to become one of the healthiest buildings in the World.

The philosophy behind the design of The Spine draws on the narrative of the human body and its abstract representation through architecture, biophilia and salutogenics. With the College as the anchor tenant in The Spine, the development has enabled the Knowledge Quarter in Liverpool to attract further leaders in science, health, technology, culture and education. This has already been manifested in the recent opening of a Pandemic Institute in The Spine and over the next decade it will continue to establish Liverpool as one of the world’s leading healthcare innovation districts.

“The UK’s Royal College of Physicians was established by King Henry VIII in 1518 as the first recognized body in Great Britain to regulate medical practice. The College for many years was considered as an elite institution with only up to 8 people each year invited to take the examination and potentially become a member. This ritual involved scrutiny by the RCP committee in the Sensors Room, a space that has followed RCP to each of its homes.” (Moore 2014).

The RCP are now pioneers in all areas of medicine, authoring numerous evidence-based papers and reports. However, based in London since 1964, the organisation was starting to have a “London-centric” reputation and needed to significantly expand its facilities in order to reflect its standing in the world of medicine. The London base for the RCP was designed in 1964 by Sir Denys Lasdun and was highly influential for Hopkins when creating his design narrative for The Spine, as Lasdun placed a similar importance on the use of natural light and themes relating to the human body in his design.

The WELL Building Standard, created by Delos Living LLC, is a performance-based system for certifying and monitoring the built environment and its connection to user health and wellbeing. When compiling the WELL Building Standard, Delos unsurprisingly referred to much of the RCP’s research. So, together with the client’s brief for the occupants, “to be healthier when they walk out of the building than when they walk in”, WELL was a natural starting point for Hopkins to work from when designing The Spine. Hopkins later commissioned Salvedge Sustainable Design Ltd to work with his design team, in providing biophilic and salutogenic design strategies, to help them attain the highest standards possible in WELL and BREEAM sustainability certification. To date, The Spine is the first building in the world to be awarded a WELL Platinum for the construction and fit-out and a BREEAM Outstanding for the structure. Furthermore, it has attained 109 out of a possible 110 WELL Version 2 Credits, the highest of any other WELL building in the World.

The Spine takes its name from its striking geometric staircase, inspired by the human vertebrae, located at the rear on the North Side of the building. Occupants are encouraged to use the staircase rather than the elevators, as it offers panoramic views across Liverpool, as far as the mountains of Snowdonia in Wales to the south and those of the Pennines in Yorkshire to the north. “Movement” is one of the WELL Standards Concepts, and providing a “Visual Connection with Nature” is the first of Terrapin Bright Green’s 14 Patterns of Biophilic Design.

Terrapin Bright Green is an environmental consulting company which has conducted extensive interdisciplinary research and used empirical evidence to create the “14 Biophilic Patterns”, which are invaluable to designers. Both AHR and Salvedge used a key selection of these patterns to help them focus their strategies. Their use of biophilic patterns was combined with data gathered from a RCP staff questionnaire regarding innovative work activities, physical features, service features etc, to help ensure that the resulting impact the design would have on employees’ productivity, health, wellbeing, pride and sense of community, was evidence based.

The design narrative of the human body is most evident in the distinctive façade pattern of the building, which takes
its influence from the human skin and has been created by using a mathematical Voronoi pattern, resulting in 23 million unique polygons etched into the glazing of the curtain walling system. This not only helps control solar gain but also simultaneously creates a form of a “forest canopy” of internal shading, reminiscent of the Japanese health practice Shinrin Yoku, (Forest Bathing) and simultaneously complying with the 8th Biophilic Pattern, “Biomorphic Forms and Patterns”. Additional “body” concept features are the buildings’ exposed internal concrete supporting columns that have been cast and moulded to represent a trabecular pattern, the strongest part of a human bone for reflecting mechanical stress.

Further biophilic interventions are The Spine’s series of double-height sky gardens acting as “vertical villages” to represent the “lungs” of the building. These contain a rich mix of plants and trees that help increase oxygen levels, whilst also promoting the building's biophilic and salutogenic properties. The helical stairs also provide a visual and physical connectivity to the planting between floors.

Biophilic buildings aim to bring you in tune with your surroundings. Accomplishing this requires all aspects of the building: lighting, air, water, and the space itself, to evoke the natural environment. This means that, where possible, they should all have a biological reference. Consequently, sensor-based monitors are used extensively to control such features. The glazed curtain wall system also uses timber on the interior face of the structural framework to ensure that there is always a visual and tactile connection to nature, which follows the design teams’ philosophy for materials and finishes that “if you can touch it, it’s real.”

Every individual computer has access to a dashboard with real-time environmental data relevant to the building and their own workspace. Sensors fitted into light fittings detect how spaces are used, how often and by how many. The human body doesn’t appreciate uniform temperatures, so workspaces have been designed instead to allow the optimum three-degree variance across the floor, delivering pockets of warm and cool air. So, individuals can move to areas they feel most comfortable with and psychologically, they will hopefully feel that their personal needs are being catered for. When applied in a workplace setting, each of these can have a significant and measurable impact on human response mechanisms, reducing stress and improving overall resilience to long indoor working hours.

There is extensive evidence that demonstrates that by introducing biophilic strategies into the built environment, cognitive performances are improved, stress recovery is enhanced and physiological responses such as heart rate and blood pressure are reduced as well. The economics of biophilia are therefore plain to see, so what might initially be a small percentage increase in design and construction costs, and in some cases no extra cost at all, if implemented correctly and thoroughly by professionals, can provide an excellent return on investment, saving money in the long term for all concerned.

Having spent time with the RCP in London, Hopkins came to understand its staff’s working practices and what was needed for RCP’s new northern home, whilst still preserving Lasduns’ legacy. This is a new chapter for the RCP as the anchor tenant of The Spine, placing it in the heart of a world-class community of innovators and fortifying their reputation as principals in their field.

Resources:
AHR, https://www.ahr.co.uk.
Salvedge Sustainable Design Ltd. https://www.salvedge.co.uk.
The Spine. https://www.salvedge.co.uk/single-project.
Rob Hopkins, Architect and Interior Designer for The Spine, Director and Head of Sustainability at AHR Architectural and Building Consultancy Practice
Steve Edge, Biophilic Design Consultant, Salvedge Sustainable Design Ltd.
The Majesty of Trees
A review of a trio of books by Tim Beatley

At a time when much of the world’s forests are under direct attack – we see Sequoia’s burning in California, record high rates of deforestation in Amazonia, and trees sacrificed to build or expand roads in Indian cities – a suite of books that celebrate the wonder and majesty of trees is welcome indeed. While not explicitly aimed at urban trees, there are abundant lessons and remarkably fresh eyes through which to see and understand our forest brothers and sisters.

Finding the Mother Tree: Discovering the Wisdom of the Forest, By Suzanne Simard (Knopf, 2021)

Few forest ecologists have made greater contributions to our understanding of trees than the work of University of British Columbia professor Suzanne Simard. She is renowned for discovering and rigorously demonstrating through her research and field work that trees are not solitary or singular organisms but members of complex communities of life. They are connected together by a dense network of mycorrhizal fungi, a “wood-wide web” she calls it. Trees share resources, communicate with each other, help their offspring and other trees to survive, even signaling to other trees when there are threats. At the heart of this network, which she likens to the neural network of the human brain, are the larger older trees, the mother trees.

This new way of thinking about trees is nothing short of revolutionary and will forever change the understanding of forests and hopefully how we protect and manage them in the future. To some readers, there will be too much anthropomorphizing: attributing intelligence, agency, and sentience to trees will be a step too far. But the case she makes is a strong one; noting at one point how trees meet the Latin definition of intelligence (“to comprehend or perceive”). I love the logical admonition at the end of the book that we begin to see trees as people. This is certainly how I have felt about particular trees in my own life!

The book is also a memoir and life story. She begins with the story of growing up in the northwest of Canada in a family with a long heritage of timber harvesting. She takes us through her early days navigating the (still) conservative culture of timber and wood products industry, and their palpable resistance and skepticism about her ideas. Even the scientific community clings to orthodoxy, believing strongly in an overly narrow view of plant and forest ecology as a world of competition rather than, as she finds, one cooperation and mutualism. There are difficult personal challenges along the way as well: she loses a brother to a bizarre accident; she raises children and struggles in a marriage that ends in divorce; and she grapples with cancer, all while moving her pioneering ideas and research forward. In many ways, the personal stories seem to closely parallel the science, as her own network of friends and family sustain her in difficult times. “We were there for one another when it counted,” she reflects about her family (p.296), and there is little doubt about her own importance as a mother and cornerstone in her family.

It is a compelling and interesting personal story of growth, discovery and perseverance, and it is an immensely engaging read. There are few references to the implications of her work and ideas for cities and urban forests, something a green urbanist can’t help but keep top of mind while reading this book.

By Douglas Tallamy (Timber Press, 2021)

Some of these new ecological understandings of trees and approaches to tree-planting, which are contained in Simard’s book, are also clearly evident in Douglas Tallamy’s new book. As a lifelong lover of oaks, Tallamy’s The Nature of Oaks was a delight to read. I learned many things I did not know about oaks and especially the sense of an oak tree as an immense ecosystem supporting and interacting with a complex biodiversity changing over the course of a year. Indeed, the book’s narrative follows oaks through a year’s cycle, beginning with October and ending in September; each chapter a single month’s focus on the biological goings-on of oak trees.

A deeper dive into the complex mutualism and ecological synergies with many other lifeforms makes their importance that much clearer. As a lover of birds, oaks play a special role that in some ways I did not understand before. Tallamy makes a strong case in earlier work (especially in his 2020 book Nature’s Best Hope) of the outsized ecological role oaks play, especially white oaks, in providing for insects and caterpillars; the essential food sources needed to raise young birds. Oaks are in a league of their own; what Tallamy calls “keystone species”.

Tallamy tells a story, that I have never heard, about the special connection between Blue Jays and oak trees. I grew up loving Blue Jays, bright and loud and colorful. They fill much of my outdoor childhood memories. Little did I know how important oaks are to the survival of these birds, and vice versa how essential Blue Jays are to the dispersal of acorns and...
the propagation of oaks. Tallamy pulls together some remarkable stats: Each Blue Jay collects and buries some 4,500 acorns every season. The majority of these are never retrieved and eaten and so become planted seeds. Blue Jays, Tallamy says, are the “ultimate dispersers;” something he discovered himself as he tried to figure out how new oak seedlings had emerged on his own newly-acquired land when the nearest oak tree was more than a mile away. Even the physiology of Blue Jays has evolved in response to their dependence of acorns (seedlings and young oak grown in pots will develop tangled and limited root systems that will impede healthy growth). And, again reflecting the new reality of tree biology gleaned from Suzanne Simard’s research, suggests planting oaks in groups, eschewing the idea of a singular specimen tree in one’s yard. I have already taken Tallamy’s advice about the acorns, collecting several in hopes of helping to disperse (in loving collaboration with my friends the Blue Jays) these wonderful trees.

There are many other aspects and examples of ecological interdependence, and the book describes them all with enjoyment and wonder. We learn about: acorn masting (when oaks produce an unusually large crop of acorns) and the benefits it might confer; leaf marcescence (why oaks hold onto their dead leaves longer than other trees); how oaks provide food for songbirds even in the dead of winter; how oak leaf litter may help control invasive plants; and why leaves at the bottom of an oak tree are larger than those of the top. These are just a few of my favorite insights gleaned from this book!

There is also considerable practical advice for readers. The need to plant oaks is a key message, but Tallamy cautions against planting anything other than acorns (seedlings and young oak grown in pots will develop tangled and limited root systems that will impede healthy growth). And, again reflecting the new reality of tree biology gleaned from Suzanne Simard’s research, suggests planting oaks in groups, eschewing the idea of a singular specimen tree in one’s yard. I have already taken Tallamy’s advice about the acorns, collecting several in hopes of helping to disperse (in loving collaboration with my friends the Blue Jays) these wonderful trees.

There are many other aspects and examples of ecological interdependence, and the book describes them all with enjoyment and wonder. We learn about: acorn masting (when oaks produce an unusually large crop of acorns) and the benefits it might confer; leaf marcescence (why oaks hold onto their dead leaves longer than other trees); how oaks provide food for songbirds even in the dead of winter; how oak leaf litter may help control invasive plants; and why leaves at the bottom of an oak tree are larger than those of the top. These are just a few of my favorite insights gleaned from this book!

The need to plant oaks is a key message, but Tallamy cautions against planting anything other than acorns (seedlings and young oak grown in pots will develop tangled and limited root systems that will impede healthy growth). And, again reflecting the new reality of tree biology gleaned from Suzanne Simard’s research, suggests planting oaks in groups, eschewing the idea of a singular specimen tree in one’s yard. I have already taken Tallamy’s advice about the acorns, collecting several in hopes of helping to disperse (in loving collaboration with my friends the Blue Jays) these wonderful trees.

Finally, James Canton’s book The Oak Papers is an equally pleasurable read and perhaps the most wide-ranging in terms of coverage. Canton explores the many different dimensions and connections we have to ancient oaks -- historical, cultural, and literary, among others. The approach may also be the most personal in the way Canton connects with one specific tree -- the ancient Honeywood Oak, on the Marks Hall Estate in the UK. He decides to visit this tree daily and does so for some two years. His visits are up close and personal, and lead to some personal revelations. He records his experiences and observations diary-style (which essentially is the format of the book), and the many entries are informative and eloquent, ranging from explorations of Buddhist thought and British naval history to the poetry of Keats. He also records in his entries the remarkable degree of biological bounty both visiting and living on or within the tree; from midges and bees, to squirrels, kestrels and many other species of birds.

One aspect of the power of an ancient oak being is to induce a feeling of humility. “We are as bees or birds, that come and go across the years and pause a second here beside the boughs before we wander on. This great oak has existed across the time that some thirty generations of human beings like me have been born and lived their lives and died back into the soil. And still the oak lives on.” (p.106). It is reassuring that there are ancient life forms that will be here when we arrive and will continue beyond our lives.

“You can stand beneath a grand oak and know that your more distant ancestors did so too. Oaks hold onto the memories of earlier generations. By touching the skin of the oak it is possible to feel some tentative trace of those that have gone before” (p.5). Canton finds himself at several points vividly remembering his father. Oaks in their role of timekeepers seem to encourage thinking about the past and are helpful in facilitating a sense of deeper time. After all, Canton reminds us at one point, the Honeywood Oak was “a mere sapling when the Magna Carta was signed” (p.9).

Canton’s book is a convincing first-person account of the power of simply hanging out in the presence of such antiquity, majesty and beauty. Just being around such trees, inhaling their smells, watching the many other lives that flutter and inhabit these spaces, and touching the bark, all contribute to a sense of solace and calmness. “Something happens,” Canton writes, “My heart slows …. A calm creeps over me as though a blanket has been wrapped around my shoulders” (pp.16-17).

Finally, James Canton’s book The Oak Papers is an equally pleasurable read and perhaps the most wide-ranging in terms of coverage. Canton explores the many different dimensions and connections we have to ancient oaks -- historical, cultural, and literary, among others.

The approach may also be the most personal in the way Canton connects with one specific tree -- the ancient Honeywood Oak, on the Marks Hall Estate in the UK. He decides to visit this tree daily and does so for some two years. His visits are up close and personal, and lead to some personal revelations. He records his experiences and observations diary-style (which essentially is the format of the book), and the many entries are informative and eloquent, ranging from
Regardless of whether it is true that owls are as wise as folklore suggests, their presence in urban areas enhances the biophilic experience for people who share their space.

Most owls are nocturnal hunters, filling the nighttime with their calls. By day they are largely concealed, which makes it difficult for many residents to see them or even be aware they exist. Although, residents can be alerted to their presence by the daytime chatter from birds such as crows and jays when they discover an owl in their territory.

A healthy natural habitat is important to support resident owls in any city. Sustaining owls with suitable living spaces can involve conservation, restoration and even extension of biodiverse places into the built environment. Parks and natural spaces in Arlington, Virginia represent less than five percent of the county’s total area of 26 square miles, but these spaces contain a mixed forest ecology supported by good stewardship that extends into some residential areas.

Arlington provides viable habitat for three species of resident owls, including nesting habitat: the Great-horned; the Eastern screech; and the most commonly seen Barred. The Barred owl can be seen and heard in many parks and wooded neighborhoods throughout the year. Great-horned and Barred owls are found more broadly than the tiny Eastern Screech owl, which shuns competition and favors smaller spaces. These images show both adults of each species and unfledged owlets, months away from supporting themselves.
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Lower left: Eastern Screech with owlets
Lower right: napping Barred
Opp. top left: Eastern Screech
Opp. top right: Great Horned Owl
Opp. lower left: Great Horned owlets waiting for lunch
Opp. lower right: Barred with owlet in nest